
 

The Edge Wallet (Black) by TCC

The wallet has long been regarded as a daily tool for storage of currency.The
wallet can be traced back to the Xia and Shang Dynasties in China at its earliest.
No matter the country or region, basically everyone has one or more wallets that
they prefer. The wallet has undergone thousands of years of changes in design
and functionality throughout history. It has been integrated into our daily lives just
like our food,clothing, housing and transportation.

Nevertheless, with the development of e-commerce, it seems that the trend of
using a wallet is gradually decreasing. As currency becomes digitized, electronic
payments can be made on mobile phones. This made the wallet appear less and
less common. However, this does not mean that the wallet is obsolete. Rather,
this has further drove the development, upgrade and evolution of the traditional
wallet. The wallet is now gradually becoming an accessory, a symbol of style.

In the field of magic, wallet-based magic props are constantly being upgraded
and innovated. From different sizes and colors, to the design and structure.
Allowing the magic to be performed more directly or visually. Wallets or card
holders are now more tastefully chosen, not only for function, but for design and
aesthetics.

And this is our wallet: TCC PRESENTS The Edge Wallet

The TCC Edge Wallet will open a whole new realm of the Card to Wallet for you.

You do not have to worry about the complicated design structure of the wallet
inhibiting the magical workings.

You do not have to worry about the design of the wallet is suitable only for magic
performances and cannot be used as an everyday wallet.

Your wallet will look modern and fashionable.

The TCC Edge Wallet will let you re-experience the awe of performing the Card
to Wallet. It will also get your creative juices flowing as you come up or adapt it
with your own Card to Wallet routines.

Dimensions: 132mm × 87mm × 13mm (± 2mm) (5.2 x 3.4 x 0.5 inches).
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Weight: 79g (± 5g) (2.8 ounces).

Color: Black / Tan.

Configuration: One exquisite wallet, a card compartment with window, card
compartment.

Included: Five white envelopes and five red envelopes.The size is refined and
concise. Ingenious construction and design. Perfect for everyday carry and
performance use.

Fits in front, or back pants pockets, even jacket pockets.

Add in additional layer of astonishment by having the card appear in a sealed
envelope.

The simple design and construction makes the magic operations easier to
achieve.

Made with select imported soft vegan leather (PU leather). Neatly stitched with
meticulous workmanship.

Extremely affordable.
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